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INVISIBLE KINGDOM 

RHYME & IkHlYTHM 
Even though Invisible Kingdom is an interplanetary space 
adventure, most of the series takes place in the hulls of 
space ships via conversation. In a medium that is visual 
where words are space, a dialogue-heavy book can be hard 
to make work successfully. There isn't a lot of combat, nor 
are there continuous space battles, but Christian Ward's 
layouts keep everything frenetic and dynamic, giving the 
spoken language rhythm through his layouts. The panels 
flow from one piece of dialogue to the next in a way where 
the reader begins to pick up on particular story beats being 
expressed. He does this in a way that is seamless as the 
reader recognizes the cadence but may not pick up on its 
use as a storytelling device until the go back and look at 
each page layout as it pertains to the whole of the series. 

This technique has been used by rappers since before rap 
was recognized as its own artform. The originators of rap 
were the children of activists of the civil rights movement 
and poets of the black arts movement. Whether they 
found themselves inspired by the head rhymes in the 
speeches of Dr. Martin Luther King, surrounded by the 
poetic cadence of artists like Sonia Sanchez, or listening 
to the quick witted rhymes of Mohammed Ali, the rhyme 
and rhythm were omnipresent in the culture. The flow of 
language in the Black community allowed them to tune 
in to the frequency of the words, stories to establish their 
own language, and orators to create and break expectations 
with the rhythm. When the DJs started to loop the break 
beat it was only natural that the sons and daughters of 
poets would bring that to the mic and rap music was born. 

A Christian Ward page in Invisible Kingdom establishes 
the same type of devices to achieve similar ends. The 
width of a page usually constitutes a single moment in 
his work, but every time a piece of dialogue is split into 
two panels across the width of the page, the reader can 
recognize a strong character reaction has taken place. If 
a page ends with a panel that drops the background and 
highlights that something important is being said. Many 
of the pages in the book rhyme and whether the reader 
is conscious of it or not, they become in tune with that 
cadence. That's why when the rigid 9-panel grid is used on 
a single page of volume i it feels hectic. It breaks the steady 
layout in the rest of the book and the reader's expectation 
the reader created for a page. When the reader is in tune 
with the rhythm of a page, they remember the moments 
the creative team wants them to remember because that is 
how the story is designed. 
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Above: the full-width panels are 
frequently found in Ward's layouts. 

Below: an example of split tiers 
often being quick back-and-forth 

imagery, and ending pages on 
no-background statements. 
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FEATURES 

16 POTS 
While rhyme and rhythm are foundational to the 
flow of rap, they aren't it's only components. Rap 
isn't only poetic, but also musical. It has its own 
metre and time signature provided by the underlying 
beat. When Rakim, who is considered the father of 
flow, starts writing his raps, he starts with 16 dots on 
a page. Each dot represents a bar in a i6 bar rap verse 
and since most beats use a 4/4 time signature each 
bar contains 4 beats. Before Rakim, rappers largely 
only rhymed at the end and rhymed on the 4th beat 
of a bar before the loop repeated itself. Rakim played 
saxophone and grew up in a jazz oriented household, 
and understood the flexibility of metre and began 
to do with his lyrics what Coltrane did with his sax. 
Within those 16 dots he can manipulate syllables 
anyway he wants and while staying on beat. The 
structure of a bar was still there, but free from the 
constraints of the 4th beat rhyme he was able to add 
internal rhymes, daisy chain lines, and even break the 
bar line where he felt necessary. 

If Christian Ward started his layouts by drawing 
dots on a page, there would likely be four. The page 
dimensions give him a natural bar line, but he also 
typically works in 4 beats. The most basic structure 
of a page in Invisible Kingdom is a page with 4 panels 
of equal height spanning the width of a page. Unlike 
the 9 panel grid which has rules on how an artist can 
combine or divide them, Ward's 4 beat grid can be 
manipulated in an infinite number of ways as long as 
it follows its foundational rules. 

Within these rules, a story beat takes up the width of 
one page whether it is one panel or four panels. In the 
time signature of the book, each page contains 4 of 
those beats. A beat broken up across several panels is 
like syncopation. The tempo and pacing of the story 
change for a moment allowing the conversation to 
move slowly. Any page with greater than or fewer than 
4 levels creates intensity. That rigid 9 panel grid feels 
frantic in Ward's pages because it breaks structure. 
When 3 levels of a page fall into the a fourth, the 
full page spread on the next page crescendos like a 
punchline at the end of a verse. If we were to assign 
a time signature to Invisible Kingdom, it would be 
drawn in the Ward 4/4. 

Even with split tiers. 
the 4-tier rhythm 
structure is clear. 
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INVISIBLE KINGDOM 

FREMeiNG 
THE FINK( 
Within the pages of Invisible Kingdom Christian Ward 
creates layouts that almost feel like they're breaking the 
rules. Are page borders supposed to be perspective lines? 
Can the border of a panel rumble? Is he still adhering to 
that 4-level motif that he presented us with? The answer 
to all these questions is: of course. Every comic book artist 
has drawn sequential panels and drawn a zo-14 page issue. 
Yet the elements of their work do not coalesce the same 
way they do in Ward's artwork. It all feels new and unique 
because Ward is using every artistic tool at his disposal 
to put his artwork in sequence and take readers on an 
emotional ride. 

In volume r when Grix pilots the ship out of a tough spot, 
the edges of panels are all slanted. The angled windows 
of the panels add a level of dynamism that matches a start 
ship manoeuvring through space. As the crew escapes to 
a more stable situation the panels slowly transition back 
to the rectangles we're used to. It is not unlike Kendrick 
Lamar changing his voice and tempo on a track to change 
the perspective of a story he's telling. 

Every rapper has composed their rhymes to the rhythm 
of a beat and composed a verse that is i6 bars. To create 
something special, they choose to place rhymes where ever 
they want in rhythm, contort language, change cadence, 
explore imagery, tell a story or use any number of auditory 
or language techniques to make a unique sound signature. 
It is not something that an artist can fake and there is no 
exact formula to doing it. It's something consumers of the 
work intuit and are then attracted to. 

There's an old proverb that says "you can't fake the funk", 
but you can definitely freak it. When rappers freak a beat, 
they are taking a uniform sonic space and transforming 
it into their own lyrical playground. When Ward freaks 
a page, he is contorting the foundational constraints 
we're presented with, turning the page dimensions into 
something unique and unexpected. Any imitation of his 
combination of techniques will get recognized as such. 

Any work that derives its flow using these techniques and 
merges it with their own will find a new way to freak the 
page that they may not have found without Ward's work. ■ 
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF IAP 
VERSE WRITTEN AT 920PM, BY LUCIUS ILLUMINUX. 

POTS REPRESENT 
INDICATES THE START OF 

WORDS EACH !MAT SPOKEN 
BEFORE 
A IMP 

Though you cannot fake the funk, 

It's I all about the word, the rhyme 

HIGHLIGHTS SHOW 
RHYMING SCHEMES 

you definitely can freak it 

the manner which you speak it 

Rapping lines while keeping time and changing cadence on the dime 

II beat so simply sounds sublime, a rap  plans to it 
• • 
Mixing words and metalphorsdike milk and frosU 

• 
Alliterations 

Mix 

allocrill, something slickly synirvated 
• 

action's delicate design, mixed fact and fiction every line 

Fakes turned tail when they heard the real, You spin a tale tt  see llreel 

Highlighting your bewitchery with pitch tone and de'ivery 
• • 

and I rhymes that slant thirty degrees, your voice becomes INharany 
• 

To I take this in a new direction, one the folks was not expecting 
T 

Leave and (they gon' want more, cuz they ain't herd it before 

Just I try and make the beat yours, freak too unique to ignore 

UNDERLINES DENOTE 
ALLITERATIONS/ 
FRONT 01.11YME4 

RHYMING PATTERNS CAN BE 
DENSE, (ONTARIO IN WHOLE 

WORDS OR PARTS OF ONE. 
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THE ARTFUL FLOW OF 
INVISIBLE KINGDOM IS GIVING OFF RAP VIBES



BONUS CONTENT

 I hope you enjoyed the article as printed in 
PanelxPanel. I had a ton of fun writing it and 
I don’t know how many publications would 
have taken that piece. It lives write at the 
intersection of craft, structure, hip-hop, and 
comics which are all things I love and care 
about very deeply. Due to word count and 
having to git the flow of the magazine there 
are some things I did not get to incorporate 
into the article that I think would enhance 
the reading experience to anyone who 
decided to wander into deep space I’ve 
included some bonus features for this arti-

cle.

The first is the title. Ward 4/4. There was a 
decision to change the title that I didn’t 
really fight because it is a multi-layered cut, 
but I think many Jay-Z fans would get the 
homage and people who can read music 
even a little bit would get that time signature 
to Ward’s artwork. Within that caption “The 
Artful Flow of Invisible Kingdom Is Giving 
Off Rap Vibe” are a few language choices 
that might have been overly specific, but 

IYKYK.

To the right are some of the really freaky 
ways Christian Ward plays with that 4/4 
page signature. The pages used in the pub-
lishing layout are straight forward to drive 
home the point, but if you actually read 
Invisible Kingdom page layouts are very 
different. The way Ward is able to stretch 
the layouts but keep the anchors is ridicu-
lous and was actually my favorite thing 

about this book. 



Lastly, it was strange but I could not write this article without writing a verse before 
the section and marking it up. The last one appeared at the end of the printed article 

and tells you the bpm and how to read all 3 verses. 

The first verse focuses on making a simple rhyme with most of the rhymes coming 
at the end of a bar and a rhyme sometimes happening on the 2 and 4 beat of a bar. 
There is no closing the bar line and the scheme is simple like early rap. This is like 

those Ward layouts that are simply 4 full width panels. 

The second is written to highlight bars over rhyme scheme. I skipped highlighting 
rhymes to emphasize the beat(represented by the squares) and a bar (represented by 
the dots). The things I’m doing in the verses is introducing another layer of things 
that go on in rap and in a weird way it happens chronologically. These are like those 

pages that may use more panels but are still clearly four layers. 

The last verse to succinctly highlight several techniques used to freak a beat with 
all previous techniques plus some new devices. Though it’s the most complex its 
actually the one that flowed most naturally because I grew up after rap had changed 
and limiting the techniques I was allowed to use was hard. Hope you enjoy all the 

bonus content!!!

BONUS CONTENT
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The Ward 4:4 
How Christian Ward's flow in Invisible ningdom is Like Listening to Rap 

(Verses written at 92 bpm By Lucius Illuminux) 



Rhyme and Rhythm 
It all started out with the rhythm and some poetry 

DJ spins the beat the MC's hoping you will notice thee 
Rhymes over rhythm,Can't trace the origins of rhyme 

Cuz the voice of my people would do it all the time 
From Amiri, to Ali to DJ Hol 

We was talking in rhythm cuz we knew that ..11 
Then DJs started playing hits And we decide to run with it 

Place rhymes at the end of beats And people start to move their feet 
Somehow that all starts to click, That is the birth of rap music 
You can spit a couple bars just as long as you have fun with it 



16 Dots 

•Sixteen dots on a page,Advice from Rakim the-

• sage. That's how he started a verse, rhyming bars for days. He's im--

-mersed, whole universe in the words he says. De--

-parted from the popular trends, on the beats he slayed-
• 

• Rhyming at more than the end, that dude was ill with a-
• ■ 

•pen, squeeze syllables in a bar then begin again• 
■ ■ 
• Jazz principles in the rhythm, you listen close you can-

• ■ 
• hear 'em.You can try to copy his flow but you can't get near him• 

- • 
•sixteen bars til the chorus, to make sure they don't ignore his-

-language bending lyrics thats gon' turn the beat to more thus-

-Sanguine compositions all became part of the mission. You don't • 

•gotta check the rhyme you just gotta sit and listen-

-sixteen dots in your mind, the structure to help you-

-find-- the perfect flow to the verse packed in every line-
• 

• use every technique you know, the rigid framework will-
• 

•show-- the way they rhyme in those dots is unusual•



Freak the Funk 
• • 

Though you Iannot fake the funk, you definitely can it 
• • 

It's I all about the word, the rhyme the man  which you Ireak it 
• • 

Rapping lines while keeping time and changing kadence on the dime 
• • 

AI beat so simply sounds sublime, a rapper plans to make it thine 
• • 

Mixing words and metaphors like milk and frosted Ligijog galore 
• • • 

Ili tions allcUted, something slickly syn=ted 

and I 

• • 
Diction's delicate design, mixed fact and fiction every line 

• • • 
fined tail when M ME real, You spin a tale M see I reel 

• • • 
MIEting your bewitchery with pitch tone and delivery 

• • • 
that slant thirty degrees, youLvoice beWes . hatEny 

• • 
To I take this in a new direction, one the folks was not expecting 

• • • 

Leave and lay gon' want more, cuz they +'t h= it before 
• • 

Just I try and make the beat yours, freak too ur= to ignore 


